


There’s a case for leaving Juventus out 
of this Serie A preview. This summer will 
perhaps in hindsight be remembered for 

the Old Lady dolling herself up in 
preparation for a breakaway European 

Super League. Leaving aside the arrivals 
of Mehdi Benatia, Dani Alves and Marko 
Pjaca, the acquisitions of Miralem Pjanic 

and Gonzalo Higuain resonated 
greatest in Italy because they 

weakened Juventus’ rivals. 

Pjanic was the only midfielder in Serie A to 
hit double figures in goals [10] and assists 

[12] last season. He also scored six free-kicks 
in all competitions and is considered by the 
club as the heir to Andrea Pirlo. Meanwhile 
Higuain broke arguably the most hallowed 

Serie A record of all, eclipsing Gunnar 
Nordahl’s achievement in 1950 by scoring 
36 times in a single season, including nine 
braces. He was the MVP in Italy last season, 

not Paul Pogba who departs for €110m. 

The joke doing the rounds in Italy is that 
maybe we should just get it over with and 
crown Juventus champions now. But the 
beauty of sport and the lesson, dare I say 
inspiration, from the Premier League last 
season is that even against the greatest 

odds, surprises can happen. 

Viewed in abstract, Napoli are coming off a 
great campaign. They were the most 

improved team in Serie A [+19 points], 
winter champions for the first time since 

1990 and established new club records for 
points [82] and goals [80]. 

Stylistically, Napoli played football of the 
highest order under Maurizio Sarri. They 

ranked fifth in Europe’s top five leagues in 
terms of possession [59.3%], third in passes 

per game [655.6] and fifth in pass 
completion [85.8%]. 

Higuain’s exit won’t change their ability 
to create and going by these KPIs Manolo 
Gabbiadini and Arkadiusz Milik will get 

plenty of chances to score. The defence was 
tighter than the previous season by 18 goals 

and providing Napoli keep Kalidou Koulibaly 
there is no reason why they can’t be 

competitive with the added depth of Lorenzo 
Tonelli, Emanuele Giaccherini 

and Piotr Zielinski. 

Roma should by no means be written off 
either. They were a completely different 

proposition under Luciano Spalletti in the 
second half of the season, averaging 2.42 

points per game. Extrapolate that over a 38-
game season and you get 91.96, a total that is 
usually enough to win the Scudetto. Spalletti 
lost only once in Serie A - that was a narrow 
and late 1-0 defeat away to Juventus in only 
his second game back - and, on the whole, 
there was great cause for encouragement. 

Even as Edin Dzeko flopped they were the 
league’s top scorers [83]. Nineteen different 
players got on the scoresheet. Diego Perotti, 

Stephan El Shaarawy and Mo Salah 
constitute a fast, vertical and unpredictable 

attack. Incidentally, only Higuain and Dybala 
contributed to more goals [15] in the second 

half of the season than Salah. Francesco Totti 
adjusted to a super sub role, scoring a goal 

every 51 minutes and while Pjanic has gone, 
Radja Nainggolan remains. He was a player 

transformed under Spalletti, finding the back 
of the net in six of 17 appearances.  Kevin 

Strootman is back and the defence has been 
reinforced, although not entirely convincingly. 

However, injuries have ravaged the backline. 
New right-back Mario Rui has torn his ACL. It’s 
probably only a matter of time before Thomas 

Vermaelen joins him in the treatment room 
and then there’s Fazio, who became the butt 

of jokes at Tottenham. 

Elsewhere the Milan clubs have ambitious 
new owners and new managers but, for now 

at least, there is nothing significantly new 
about their prospects. Frank de Boer joins 

Inter less than a fortnight before the season 
starts which is hardly ideal and if captain 

and top scorer Mauro Icardi follows Roberto 
Mancini out of the club, the team will lose 
its best player. That said, Ever Banega and 

Antonio Candreva are great signings.
 

Banega, a free transfer from Sevilla, is the 
architect Inter have been missing to build 

their attacks. He made more passes [244] in 
the opponent’s half than any other player at 

the Copa America this summer. Candreva 
incidentally has ended each of the last three 
seasons as the most frequent crosser in Serie 
A [257, 253, 371]. The defence, brilliant for the 

first half of last term, doesn’t look much 
better for the addition of Caner Erkin, 

although Cristian Ansaldi promises to be an 
upgrade at right-back. Frustratingly Inter are 

still beholden to FFP, which ties Suning’s 
hands behind their back. 



As for Milan, the delay of their takeover means 
only €15m has been made available to spend 

between now and the end of the window. 
Another €85m will be made available shortly 

after the market closes which has led to 
speculation about Milan doing a number of 
loans now which include obligations to buy 
next summer. As it stands, however, Serie B 

top scorer Gianluca Lapadula and defenders 
Leonel Vangioni and Gustavo Gómez 

represent the only business they have done. 

Vincenzo Montella is seeking a reunion with 
Juan Cuadrado - who completed a dribble 

every 24 minutes at Juventus last season - and 
Milan Badelj, Fiorentina’s other non-Borja 
Valero metronome. Even though Carlos 

Bacca struck 16 goals last season, Milan still 
struggled to score, finishing with only 49 for 
the campaign, their lowest total in 14 years. 
Montella’s more expressive style should see 

them do better but in order for that to 
happen he needs the club to bring in players 

that are functional to his ideas. 

As for Fiorentina, it’s a surprise Paulo Sousa 
stayed after cracks appeared in his 

relationship with the owners in the spring 
when Zenit also approached him. So far the 

Viola have kept their best players and brought 
back Giuseppe Rossi and Mario Gomez, but 
the only depth added comes in the form of 

raw youngsters like Gheorghe Hagi’s son Ianis. 

It’ll be interesting to see if Sassuolo can 
continue to get better year-on-year after last 
season’s sixth place finish. Domenico Berardi 
decided against a move to Juventus after his 

most underwhelming campaign in the 
top-flight to date. There is more responsibility 

on his shoulders than ever as the Neroverdi 
near the Europa League group stages. Sime 

Vrsaljko and Nicola Sansone, however, 
constitute big losses. 

Torino look an outsider for the European 
places with the appointment of Sinisa 

Mihajlovic and arrivals of Adem Ljajic and 
Iago Falque. Lazio got stood up by Marcelo 

Bielsa, supposedly for not keeping their word, 
and the enthusiasm generated by that 

anticipated appointment faded fast. 
Candreva has gone. Miro Klose too. But the 
signing of Ciro Immobile intrigues. Can he 

find the form that made him 
Capocannoniere two years ago? 

The Lighthouse clubs have changed 
managers and half their players again. Within 

that context, though, Genoa have 
paradoxically found a semblance of 

continuity, identifying Ivan Juric, a former 
captain under Gian Piero Gasperini, as his 

successor after he guided Crotone to 
promotion. Marco Giampaolo steps into 
Montella’s shoes at Samp and should do 

better even without Fernando and Roberto 
Soriano, who follows Sansone to Villarreal. 

Flying under the radar, Chievo keep getting 
better and better. 

Down at the bottom, Udinese are believed to 
have struck gold with the signing of Rodrigo 

de Paul from Valencia. Watch out for him. 
Palermo continue to be Palermo so predict 
an implosion. Stefano Sorrentino, Alberto 
Gilardino and, most disappointingly of all, 

Franco Vazquez have bid farewell. 

Over in Tuscany, this season will likely be the 
biggest test of Empoli’s ability to survive. 

Giovanni Martusciello, a long-time assistant 
at the club, steps into the breach. Gilardino 
and Massimo Maccarone form an old school 
front-line. Ricky Saponara is still around. But 
the quality of Lorenzo Tonelli and Mario Rui 

in defence and Zielinski and Leandro 
Paredes in midfield will be tough to replace. 

Pain is the prediction for the promoted 
teams. Juric was the X Factor for Crotone. 
Ante Budimir their top scorer has joined 

Samp. Massimo Oddo’s Pescara have lost 
Lapadula who fired in 30 goals for them last 

season. Cagliari appear the most likely to 
survive, bringing in experience in the shape of 

Bruno Alves, and ex-Juventini Simone 
Padoin and Marco Borriello. 

So expect the Old Lady to carry on in her 
capacity as Queen. She is making everyone 

else look like Prince Charles. In all probability 
they’ll have to wait years for her crown.

Written by James Horncastle





The takeover delay at Milan has meant that it’s been 
a quiet summer, though they have placed plenty 
of faith in two signings. Gianluca Lapadula was 
top scorer in Serie B last season, while Paraguayan 
international centre-back Gustavo Gomez has never 
played in Europe.

Stephan El Shaarawy has been sold to Roma 
after impressing in the capital, with his Milan 
career having petered out. Elsewhere the likes 
of Fernando Torres, Jeremy Menez and Kevin 
Prince-Boateng have all been allowed to leave on 
free transfers.

£8m 2015/16 Rating: N/A £11m 2015/16 Rating: 7.32

The main arrival at Atalanta this summer has been 
that of Alberto Paloschi after an unsuccessful and 
brief spell with Swansea. He was really coming 
in to his own prior to that move though, so could 
prove an astute pick up, while teenager Bryan 
Cabezas adds to the attacking options.

The departures of Marten de Roon and Luca 
Cigarini have gutted the midfield somewhat, with 
the former in particular emerging as a star player 
last season. Elsewhere veteran striker Borriello - 
whose goals late in the season helped ensure the 
club’s survival - has left on a free.

£5m 2015/16 Rating: 6.59 £13m 2015/16 Rating: 7.46

Only turning 17 in February, the fact 
that Gianluigi Donnarumma is 
unquestionably Milan’s first choice 
keeper is quite remarkable. Tipped as 
the heir to namesake Buffon’s throne 
for the national side, the teenager 
showed no sign of cracking under the 
pressure in San Siro last season.

The giant shot stopper produced the most saves in a single game 
last season (10 vs Verona) and is kept busy by a shaky Rossoneri 
backline.

In the absence of key midfielders in 
the upcoming campaign, and with no 
replacements signed as cover as of yet, 
this could prove a breakthrough season 
in the top-flight for Franck Kessie. The 
19-year old has already picked up a 
handful of caps for the Ivory Coast and 
spent last season on loan with Cesena.

Providing a shield to the defence, Kessie was a mainstay for the 
Serie B outfit, weighing in with 4 league goals, and will be keen 
for a chance to impress.

Under the tutelage of Vincenzo Montella and 
with new owners coming in, Milan should be 
looking up but risk being left behind by their 
rivals this summer after a low key transfer 
window. Top scorer Carlos Bacca’s future has 
been up in the air for some time, with Gianluca 
Lapadula needing to make the transition to the 
top-flight quickly.

In the main the team should have a similar look to last season, 
though Montella may look to utilise a back three and the return 
of Mbaye Niang will add some excitement to this side.

While the signing of Paloschi should add some 
firepower to a side that struggled for goals last 
season - Alejandro Gomez was top scorer with 
7 - Gasperini looks short of options and quality 
in midfield. The fact that Gabriel Paletta’s loan 
spell has ended also leaves a hole at the back.

Atalanta should have too much quality in the final third to be 
relegated but may be drawn into a relegation battle and fall a 
few places in the table as a result.

CA Lanus
River Plate

Gustavo Gómez
Leonel Vangioni

£7.2m
Free Transfer

Bologna
Bordeaux

Las Palmas
Atlético Madrid

Free Agent
Free Agent

Simone Verdi
Jérémy Ménez

Kevin-Prince Boateng
Fernando Torres

Alex
Philippe Mexès

£1.3m
Free Transfer
Free Transfer
Undisclosed

Released
Released

Independiente
Roma

Juventus

Bryan Cabezas
Ervin Zukanovic

Leonardo Spinazzola

£1.3m
Loan
Loan

Sampdoria
Cagliari Calcio

Ascoli
Bari

Luca Cigarini
Marco Borriello
Leonardo Gatto

Gaetano Monachello

£3m
Free Transfer

Loan
Loan

G. LAPADULA
PESCARA

S. EL SHAARAWY
ROMA

A. PALOSCHI 
SWANSEA

M. DE ROON
MIDDLESBROUGH



It’s been a busy window for Bologna, who have 
backed Donadoni with a number of additions. 
Czech winger Ladislav Krejci is arguably the pick of 
the bunch, while Hungarian youngster Adam Nagy 
had attracted interest from across Europe and could 
prove a coup.

The squad from last season has remained largely 
intact, thus far keeping hold of star men in the 
form of Adam Masina, Amadou Diawara and 
Mattia Destro. The club would have loved to retain 
Giaccherini though, while former Milan full-back 
Kevin Constant was released.

£3m 2015/16 Rating: N/A N/A 2015/16 Rating: 6.67

Massimo Rastelli has prioritised top-flight 
experience this summer, and understandably so. 
Bruno Alves and Marco Borriello have arrived on 
frees at either end, while the versatile Simone 
Padoin and Mauricio Isla should prove useful 
additions having signed from Juventus.

Godrfed Donsah and Davide Astori have completed 
permanent transfers to Bologna and Fiorentina 
respectively, while forwards Ibarbo and Cop have 
been loaned out once again. The club have kept 
hold of the players that earned promotion quite 
comfortably last season.

£3m 2015/16 Rating: 6.18 £3m 2015/16 Rating: 7.09

An apparent target for a number 
of clubs on the continent, Amadou 
Diawara was a mainstay in the Bologna 
engine room last season despite having 
only turned 19 this summer. Indeed, the 
teenager played more minutes than 
any other outfielder for the club last 
season, shielding the defence.

With 9 yellows and 2 reds his temperament was called into question 
at times, but his reading of the game certainly wasn’t, ranking just 
outside the top ten in Serie A for interceptions (91).

Left-back Nicola Murru has another 
shot at the top-flight having impressed 
for Cagliari as a teenager in Serie A, 
particularly in the 2013/14 campaign, 
earning a WhoScored.com rating of 
7.07 from 21 starts. At just 21 years old, 
he is very experienced for his age and 
could prove to be a key player.

The young defender has played at numerous youth levels for the 
national side and will hope to impress new Azzurri boss 
Giampiero Ventura, who has managed Cagliari twice in the past.

Having seen their form improve rapidly 
following the appointment of the experienced 
Roberto Donadoni, Bologna were perhaps a 
little guilty of letting their foot off the gas. 
Nevertheless, securing survival was the 
priority and the club are now clearly looking 
to kick on.

With a strong balance of youth and experience they should be 
able to do just that, with a comfortable mid-table finish well 
within their grasp if Mattia Destro can hit form.

Having spent the vast majority of last season at 
the top of Serie B it’s little wonder that Cagliari 
are the favourites of the three promoted sides 
to beat the drop. With the most experience of 
top-flight football of the three both 
traditionally and in their squad, that 
assumption is certainly justified.

The Rossoblu were the top scorers in the second tier by a 
distance last season, and with plentiful options and versatility 
in the final third, Cagliari should have enough to avoid a second 
relegation in three years.

Sampdoria
Cagliari Calcio

Ferencváros
AC Milan

Virtus Lanciano
Virtus Lanciano

Luca Rizzo
Godfred Donsah

Ádám Nagy
Simone Verdi

Federico Di Francesco
Deian Boldor

£5.1m
£4.3m
£1.3m
£1.3m
£1.2m
£400k

Carpi
Perugia

Hellas Verona
Montreal

Marco Crimi
Matteo Brighi

Franco Zuculini
Matteo Mancosu

£425k
Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Loan

Hellas Verona
Juventus

Fenerbahce
Atalanta

Hellas Verona
NK Celje

Artur Ionita
Simone Padoin

Bruno Alves
Marco Borriello

Rafael
Marko Pajac

£3.8m
£500K

Free Transfer
Free Transfer
Undisclosed
Undisclosed

Bologna
Panathinaikos
Sporting Gijón
Chievo Verona

Godfred Donsah
Víctor Ibarbo

Duje Cop
Antonio Cinelli

£4.3m
Loan
Loan

Free Transfer

L. KREJCÍ
SPARTA PRAHA

K. CONSTANT
RELEASED

M. ISLA
JUVENTUS

D.  ASTORI
FIORENTINA



It’s been a very low key summer at Chievo, with 
Paul-Jose Mpoku making his move from Standard 
Liege permanent despite an underwhelming loan. 
Elsewhere veteran keeper Stefano Sorrentino 
should be the new number having signed from 
Palermo.

Sorrentino replaces 38-year old Albano Bizzarri 
in goal for the club, with the latter having left for 
newly-promoted Pescara on a free. Elsewhere 
youngster Nikola Ninkovic has signed for Serie A 
rivals Genoa having made just one appearance 
from the bench last season.

FREE 2015/16 Rating: 6.81 FREE 2015/16 Rating: N/A

New additions to a young side that pulled off a 
shock to secure their first ever promotion include 
defensive reinforcements from Serie B in 
Ceccherini and Sampirsi. Swedish international 
Marcus Rohden is an interesting addition, along 
with Nigerian forward Simy.

Having secured the permanent signing of top 
scorer Ante Budimir, Crotone sold the Croatian 
on for a profit to Samp days later. The 24-year old 
scored 16 league goals last season so could prove 
difficult to replace, having also lost the goal 
threat of loanee Federico Ricci.

£425k 2015/16 Rating: N/A £1.5m 2015/16 Rating: N/A

Amongst an unglamorous and highly 
organised side that prides itself on 
being hard to beat, Valter Birsa is the 
man tasked with providing guile in the 
final third. The Slovenian international 
finally began to realise his potential last 
season, adding an end product that 
had been lacking from his game.

Now 30, the playmaker recorded figures of 6 goals and 7 assists, 
combining for a better contribution than any teammate and 
creating more than twice the number of chances (63) than any 
other Chievo player. 

Given the club’s two top scorers from 
their promotion campaign have left 
this summer, with Budimir and Ricci 
combining for 27 goals, the pressure 
is on new man Simy to hit the ground 
running. The 24-year old has spent his 
entire career in Portugal, featuring in 
the second tier for Gil Vicente.

The Nigerian was the top scorer in LigaPro last season, scoring 20 
goals, so is certainly worth keeping an eye on and will likely need 
to reach double figures once more to help Crotone beat the drop.

Incredibly difficult to beat, even for the very 
best sides in the league, Chievo secured a 
superb ninth spot last season but will surely 
struggle to reach the same heights. Their team 
is likely to be less altered than any other, and 
that understanding should lead to another 
mid-table placing.

That said, the fact that Alberto Paloschi ended the previous 
campaign as the club’s top scorer with 8 despite leaving in 
January speaks of their lack of firepower, so a bottom half finish 
could be on the cards this time around.

It’s fair to say that Crotone’s promotion came 
as a real surprise last season though they, 
along with Cagliari, achieved it with time to 
spare and will want to prove that they can 
cope at this level. Going against the grain 
somewhat, they haven’t really looked to add 
Serie A experience, which is certainly a gamble.

Losing a huge portion of their goals from the previous 
campaign over the summer, and perhaps more importantly 
their highly-rated young manager Ivan Juric, new boss Davide 
Nicola faces an unenviable task.

Standard Liege
Cagliari

Carpi
Sampdoria

Torino
Pro Vercelli

Sassuolo

Paul-Jose Mpoku
Antonio Cinelli
Fabio Daprela

Fabrizio Cacciatore
Vittorio Parigini

Mattia Bani
Antonio Floro Flores

£3.4m
Free Transfer
Free Transfer
Undisclosed

Loan
Undisclosed
Undisclosed

Genoa
Cruzeiro
Brescia

Pro Vercelli
Free Agent

Nikola Ninkovic
Edimar

Giampiero Pinzi
Armando Vajushi

Simone Pepe

£500k
Free Transfer
Free Transfer
Undisclosed

Released

Livorno
Portimonense

Fiorentina
Frosinone
Vicenza

Salernitana
Modena
Napoli

Federico Ceccherini
Simy

Leonardo Capezzi
Aleksandar Tonev
Mario Sampirisi
Andrea Nalini

Andrea Mazzarani
Eddy Gnahore

£750k
£750k
£680k

Free Transfer
Free Transfer
Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Loan

RNK Split
Lecce

Retired
Free Agent

Tomislav Saric
Giuseppe Torromino

Matteo Paro
Francesco Modesto

Free Transfer
Undisclosed

N/A
Released

S. SORRENTINO
PALEMRO

A. BIZZARRI
PESCARA

M. ROHDEN
ELFSBORG

A. BUDIMIR
SAMPDORIA



Despite receiving some substantial fees for key 
players very little money has been spent at Empoli, 
with the most notable captures arriving on free 
transfers. The hugely experienced pair of Manuel 
Pasqual and Alberto Gilardino should prove astute 
acquisitions.

First choice centre-back Lorenzo Tonelli’s 
departure for Napoli will be sorely felt and the 
backline was further depleted by left-back Mario 
Rui’s switch to Roma. Elsewhere the midfield has 
also been gutted due to Leandro Paredes and 
Piotr Zielinski’s loan spells coming to an end.

FREE 2015/16 Rating: 6.68 £8.5m 2015/16 Rating: 7.11

The Viola have looked to invest in youth this 
summer as a means of adding depth to their 
ranks. Right-back Kevin Diks could be one to 
watch, while fellow teenagers Dragowski - a 
goalkeeper - and Ianis Hagi, son of Gheorghe, 
also commanded notable fees.

The most notable departures have come at the 
back, where Ronacaglia and former captain 
Pasqual have been allowed to leave. The former 
made 30 league appearances last season and, 
along with former loanees Blaszczykowski and 
Tello, hasn’t really been replaced.

£2.5m 2015/16 Rating: 7.16 FREE 2015/16 Rating: 6.97

While so many of the club’s most 
talented players from last season 
have now left, sought after Riccardo 
Saponara remains, for the time being 
at least. The 24-year old playmaker had 
a superb season last time out and has 
attracted interest from some of the 
league’s biggest names as a result.

Only Pogba and Pjanic registered more assists than the Italian last 
season (11), whose role in the side has taken on more significance 
following what has been a difficult summer for Empoli.

Last season proved a real breakthrough 
campaign for Federico Bernardeschi, 
whose versatility was a real asset to 
Paulo Sousa last season. The 22-year 
old made 33 league appearances, of 
which 25 were starts across as many 
as eight different positions.

A modest tally of 2 goals was supplemented by 4 more in the 
Europa League, while 4 assists and 2.1 dribbles per game will 
likely improve with the experience garnered over the last year.

It’s been a period of transition for a side that 
has promised so much in recent years, losing 
managers in back-to-back campaigns. Long-
time assistant Giovanni Martusciello has taken 
the reigns and has a tough task in his first job 
in the hot seat having seen the side stripped 
of its prized assets.

Empoli will now look to the experienced heads in the side up 
front to ensure their survival, but a weak midfield could see the 
side fall back significantly from 10th last season into a relegation 
battle.

Genuine title contenders at the turn of the 
year, manager Paulo Sousa was disheartened 
by a perceived lack of ambition to go for broke 
in the January transfer window and fell out 
with the club’s hierarchy as a result. He has 
somewhat surprisingly remained but the drop 
in form in the second half of last season is a 
real concern.

After another frugal summer in the market, Fiorentina are one of 
a handful of clubs that aren’t really coming into the season with 
much optimism and could easily slip out of European contention.

Corinthians
Juventus
Palermo

Leeds
Inter

Juventus

Matheus Pereira
Marcel Buchel

Alberto Gilardino
Giuseppe Bellusci
Federico Dimarco

Andres Tello

£1.7m
£1m

Free Transfer
Loan
Loan
Loan

Roma
Benevento
Pro Vercelli

Mario Rui
Michele Camporese

Dramane Konate

Loan
Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Cagliari
Jagiellonia Bialystok

FC Viitorul
Maldonado
Aston Villa

Davide Astori
Bartomiej Dragowski

Ianis Hagi
Hernan Toledo
Carlos Sanchez

£3m
£2.75m
£1.7m
Loan
Loan

Braga
Monterrey

Crotone
Lechia Gdansk

Empoli
Asteras Tripolis

Eintracht Frankfurt

Marko Bakic
Jose Maria Basanta
Leonardo Capezzi

Rafal Wolski
Manuel Pasqual

Cedric Gondo
Ante Rebic

£1.25m
£850k
£700k
£425k

Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Loan

M. PASQUAL
FIORENTINA

L. TONELLI
NAPOLI

K. DIKS
VITESSE

F. RONCAGLIA
CELTA VIGO



Diego Laxalt was a key player last season so his 
permanent arrival is a boost, while their have been 
a couple of astute pick ups elsewhere. New faces 
in the form of Lucas Ocampos on loan and the 
experienced Miguel Veloso on a free will add quality 
to the ranks.

Diego Perotti’s switch to Roma has been made 
permanent but perhaps more pertinently given 
his role last season, Cristian Ansaldi’s move to 
Inter is a real loss. Elsewhere centre-back Di Maio 
has left for Anderlecht, while Suso and Cerci have 
returned to their parent clubs.

FREE 2015/16 Rating: 7.74 £5m 2015/16 Rating: 7.33

With their takeover far smoother than rivals Milan, 
Inter have been able to make some high-profile 
additions. Lazio star Candreva adds real quality 
from wide, Ansaldi’s versatility is a boost to a shaky 
defence and Banega’s arrival on a free is surely one 
of the signings of the summer.

It’s been relatively quiet in terms of players leaving 
San Siro, with all eyes on captain and top scorer 
Mauro Icardi, whose future at the club is still 
shrouded in doubt. Juan Jesus’ loan move to 
Roma is the most notable and perhaps a little 
surprising, leaving for a direct rival.

£19m 2015/16 Rating: 6.80 LOAN 2015/16 Rating: 6.79

24-year old Armando Izzo had a very 
solid season in Genoa’s back three 
last season and will take on more 
importance following the sale of the 
versatile Ansaldi. The defender made 
33 appearances last time out, including 
three from the right-flank, and will be a 
key player once more.

An average of 2.4 tackles per game was second for his club last 
season, while a tally of 120 interceptions was enough to rank third 
in the entire league.

It’s little wonder Inter were lightning 
fast to secure the services of Ever 
Banega, whose contract at Sevilla 
expired this summer. The Argentine 
could prove to be the attacking 
midfielder that this side has lacked in 
recent seasons, capable of driving the 
side forward and picking out 

teammates in the final third. Modest tallies of 5 goals and 2 
assists could perhaps point to a lack of end product, but the 25-
year old played a key role in Sevilla’s Europa League dominance 
in the last two years.

An 11th-placed finish was a solid achievement 
last time out, with Ivan Juric tasked with 
building on that rank having guided Crotone 
to a historic promotion last time around. 
Nevertheless, despite some shrewd additions 
to the squad, a top half placing will be difficult 
given the small budget the new boss has been 
handed.

Genoa improved in the second half of last season so could yet 
be a surprise package in the upcoming campaign, but beyond 
striker Pavoletti they look short of goals.

It’s been an encouraging summer in the 
transfer market for Inter, but finally deciding 
to sack Roberto Mancini so close to the season 
was odd timing. Frank de Boer comes in after 
a six-year spell with Ajax came to an end but 
ins’t expected to mix things up too much, at 
least initially.

The new signings add depth to the Nerazzurri but whether they 
have done enough to bridge a significant gap to the top three, 
which stood at 13 points last season, is up for debate.

Inter
Chievo
Lazio

Marseille
Cesena

Diego Laxalt
Nikola Ninkovic

Santiago Gentiletti
Lucas Ocampos

Francesco Renzetti

£3.4m
£500k
£500k
Loan

Undisclosed

Roma
RSC Anderlecht

Torino
RSC Anderlecht

Diego Perotti
Sebastien De Maio

Panagiotis Tachtsidis
Diego Capel

£8m
£2.6m
£1.1m

Undisclosed

Roma
Genoa

Dinamo Zagreb
Sevilla FC

Fenerbahce

Dodô
Cristian Ansaldi

Marcelo Brozovic
Éver Banega
Caner Erkin

£6.8m
£4.3m
£1.7m

Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Pescara
Genoa
Empoli
Pescara
Pescara
Verona

Benevento

Cristiano Biraghi
Diego Laxalt

Federico Dimarco
Gianluca Caprari

Rey Manaj
Daniel Bessa

George Puscas

£3.4m
£3.4m
Loan
Loan
Loan
Loan
Loan

M. VELOSO 
DYNAMO KYIV

C. ANSALDI
INTER

A. CANDREVA
LAZIO

J. JESUS
ROMA



Gonzalo Higuain is the big money arrival for 
Juventus, with last season’s Serie A top scorer 
signing from Napoli. He’s joined in Turin by Miralem 
Pjanic and Marko Pjaca, while Medhi Benatia and 
Dani Alves have signed on loan and a free 
respectively to add superb strength in depth.

The world record sale of last season’s highest 
rated Serie A player Paul Pogba (7.81) to 
Manchester United is, of course, a blow to 
Juventus. He’s not the only significant name out of 
the exit door either, with Alvaro Morata returning 
to Real Madrid, while Mauricio Isla has departed 
for Cagliari.

£77m 2015/16 Rating: 7.74 £89m 2015/16 Rating: 7.81

Lazio required striking reinforcements this 
summer and have signed Ciro Immobile from 
Sevilla, with the Italian potentially an impressive 
capture for the capital side. The arrivals of Wallace 
and Jordan Lukaku from Braga and KV Oostende 
respectively bolster the defensive options.

The big loss comes in the form of Antonio 
Candreva’s sale to Inter, while tough tackling 
Ogenyi Onazi has departed for Turkish side 
Trabzonspor. Miroslav Klose’s exit is also a real 
blow to Lazio, with the German leaving as the 
club’s 7th highest all-time goalscorer since 
moving from the Bundesliga.

£7m 2015/16 Rating: 6.60 £19m 2015/16 Rating: 6.80

Miralem Pjanic’s arrival not only 
cripples title rivals Roma but 
significantly strengthens Juventus 
in their quest for dominance, both 
domestically and continentally. No 
player registered more assists than the 
Bosnian (12) in Serie A last season, that 
return level with Pogba.

He was the only player to register double figures for goals and 
assists last season, familiar with the demands of Serie A and should 
prove to be a hit for the Old Lady.

Sergej Milinkovic-Savic endured a 
respectable debut season in Italy, 
putting in a commendable shift when 
starting to gain a WhoScored rating 
of 7.04 from the 17 league games he 
featured in from the off. The 21-year 
old’s best form came in the middle of 
the park and fans will be hoping he can 

push on. Indeed, if given the chance to hold down a regular 
starting spot, the Serb could impress this season, with vital 
experience now under his belt.

After robbing Roma and Napoli of their best 
players, Juventus are even better placed to 
take Serie A by storm once again. Even after 
a stuttering start, they still won the league by 
nine points, and expect them to begin the 
campaign with a flurry this time around.

Given their strength in depth, anything but a comfortable title 
win would be considered a disappointment for the club now 
harbouring genuine hopes of a European title.

Lazio ended the season a respectable 8th and 
they will now look to secure a European finish 
this coming campaign, striving for some 
stability on and off the field. Indeed, there is 
room for improvement for Simone Inzaghi, 
who takes charge following Marcelo Bielsa’s 
exceptionally brief stay in Rome.

They’ve lost a key player in Candreva, but if they can get De Vrij fit 
and Immobile firing, their chances of a top-6 finish will increase 
substantially. 

Roma
Dinamo Zagreb

Marseille
Bayern Munich
FC Barcelona

Como

Miralem Pjanic
Marko Pjaca

Mario Lemina
Medhi Benatia

Dani Alves
Simone Ganz

£27m
£20m
£8m
Loan

Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Real Madrid
Cagliari

Bristol City
FC Empoli

CD Leganés
Cagliari

SPAL
Olympiacos

Álvaro Morata
Mauricio Isla

Hördur Magnússon
Marcel Büchel

Gabriel
Simone Padoin

Alberto Cerri
Nicola Leali

£25.5m
£3.4m
£2.1m
£1m

£850k
£500k
Loan
Loan

Braga
KV Oostende

Dortmund 

Wallace
Jordan Lukaku
Moritz Leitner

£6.8m
£4.3m
£1.7m

Trabzonspor
Genoa

Ternana
Trapani

Free Agent
Free Agent
Free Agent

Ogenyi Onazi
Santiago Gentiletti

Simone Palombi
Luca Crecco

Abdoulay Konko
Stefano Mauri
Miroslav Klose

£4.3m
Loan
Loan

Free Transfer
Released
Released
Released

G. HIGUAÍN
NAPOLI

P. POGBA
MAN UTD

C. IMMOBILE
SEVILLA FC

A. CANDREVA
INTER



Arkadiusz Milik joins the ranks for a considerable 
fee to improve Maurizio Sarri’s striking options, with 
the Pole coming in from Ajax. Piotr Zielinksi injects 
creativity into the midfield, while former Empoli 
teammate Lorenzo Tonelli’s arrival helps strengthen 
the defence. Emanuele Giaccherini has also signed 
after impressing at the Euros.

Gonzalo Higuain, who scored a record-breaking 36 
league goals last season, is unquestionably a 
massive loss for Napoli, who will now hope Milik 
can impress from the off to ease the hurt 
surrounding his departure. Other than that, 
though, the Naples side have kept the core of the 
squad together and look strong once more.

£27m 2015/16 Rating: 7.30 £77m 2015/16 Rating: 7.74

The capture of Slobodan Rajkovic swells Palermo’s 
defensive ranks, with the Serb arriving from 
Bundesliga outfit Darmstadt. Elsewhere the 
addition of Ilija Nestorovski could prove a real 
coup after the forward ending last season atop the 
scoring charts in Croatia by a distance, with 25 
goals.

Franco Vazquez’s exit is the most notable 
departure for Palermo this summer. The Italian 
was strongly linked with a Premier League switch, 
but opted instead for Sevilla, while Emiliano 
Viviano’s loan move to Sampdoria has been made 
permanent and first choice keeper Sorrentino has 
also departed.

£1m 2015/16 Rating: 6.82 £13m 2015/16 Rating: 7.51

Arkadiusz Milik was the club’s big 
money summer arrival, with the Pole 
making the move to Naples shortly 
after Higuain’s transfer to Juventus was 
confirmed. The 22-year-old struck 21 
times for Ajax in the league last season 
and the club are now trusting him to 
translate his form to Serie A, which 

may take some time. He may be capable of missing the odd sitter, 
as his Euro 2016 performances showed, but given the creativity in 
Napoli’s ranks, Milik should comfortably break the double figure 
barrier this season.

Carlos Embalo spent last season on 
loan at Brescia and after an impressive 
campaign in Serie B, seems ready 
for Italy’s top tier. Indeed, five goals 
and a further 11 assists was a highly 
commendable return for the exciting 
young winger.

It remains to be seen how he adjusts to Serie A football, but 
plenty can be expected of the 21-year-old in a side that will need 
his threat in the final third.

Napoli will certainly feel the departure of 
Higuain, but have strengthened accordingly 
with the funds generated in Milik, Zielinski and 
Tonelli. Hamsik’s new contract extension is 
also a boost to the side and Sarri has a largely 
settled squad to work with, schooled in his 
attractive style.

While they lack the strength of Juventus to mount a sustained 
title charge, Napoli should secure a top-3 finish once more, with 
their fight with Roma hotly anticipated.

In the space of 12 months, Palermo lost key duo 
Paulo Dybala and Franco Vazquez. Managerial 
uncertainty continues to plague the club under 
the frankly ludicrous current regime, going 
through seven different managers last season, 
with current incumbent Ballardini taking 
charge on two separate occasions.

They survived relegation by a solitary point and despite an 
impressive end to the campaign, can be expected to be involved 
in a scrap at the bottom if things don’t improve off the field.

Udinese
Empoli

Sunderland

Piotr Zielinski
Lorenzo Tonelli

Emanuele Giaccherini

£12m
£9m

£1.3m

Estudiantes
Watford

Nasr
Crotone

Carpi
Carrarese

Mariano Andújar
Camilo Zúñiga

Bruno Uvini
Eddy Gnahoré
Alfredo Bifulco
Gennaro Tutino

£400k
Loan

Undisclosed
Loan 
Loan
Loan

IFK Göteborg
Torino

Inter Zapresic
Puskás AFC

Haitam Aleesami
Alessandro Gazzi
Ilija Nestorovski

Roland Sallai

£1m
£60K
£430k
Loan

Sampdoria
Pescara
Empoli

Chievo Verona
SC Bastia

Preston NE

Emiliano Viviano
Ahmad Benali

Alberto Gilardino
Stefano Sorrentino

Abdelhamid El Kaoutari
Simon Makienok

£4.3m
£850k

Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Loan
Loan

A. MILIK
AJAX

G. HIGUAÍN
JUVENTUS

S. RAJKOVIC
DARMSTADT

F. VÁZQUEZ
SEVILLA



Italian youngster Valerio Verre has left Udinese for 
Pescara on the back of three successive loan spells, 
one of which was with his new side. Left-back 
Biraghi has left Inter permanently for the Serie A 
returnees, while Albano Bizzarri has arrived on a free 
and Inter youngster Rey Manaj has joined on loan.

Lapadula has moved to AC Milan after piling in 27 
goals and registering a further 11 assists in the 
regular Serie B season, with his exit a significant 
blow. Caprari’s move to Inter threatened to weaken 
the attack further, with the 23-year-old chipping in 
with 13 goals last term, but he returns on loan.

£3m 2015/16 Rating: 6.55 £8m 2015/16 Rating: N/A

Salah’s permanent arrival is a boost, albeit an 
expected one, after a return of 14 league goals and 
six assists last season. Promising midfielder Gerson 
has joined from Fluminense for a lofty fee, Perotti, El 
Shaarawy and Rudiger have all seen their temporary 
moves made permanent, while Juan, Fazio and 
Vermaelen have arrived.

Pjanic’s exit to Juventus is a huge blow to Roma, 
with the Bosnian establishing himself as one of 
the club’s most important players over a 
prolonged period. Promising forward Sanabria 
has left permanently after a successful loan stint 
with Sporting Gijon, while Ljajic and Dodo have 
also departed.

£14m 2015/16 Rating: 6.78 £28m 2015/16 Rating: 7.46

Despite Albania’s early exit, Ledian 
Memushaj was an impressive 
performer for his national team at Euro 
2016. The experienced midfielder was 
also a key member of Pescara’s 
successful promotion quest, chipping 
in with 11 goals from midfield.

If he can maintain his good performances in Serie A, Pescara stand a 
much stronger chance of consolidating their Serie A place.

Following a highly commendable loan 
spell with Empoli, attracting plenty 
of interest, Roma haven’t needed too 
much convincing to hand Leandro 
Paredes a chance to consolidate a 
starting spot. The 22-year old is seen 
as the ideal box-to-box midfielder, not 
afraid to to get involved and try his luck 

from range. Indeed, as Roma aim to re-establish themselves as 
Italy’s top side, Paredes’ development in a midfield that can no 
longer count on Pjanic could be key.

The departure of Lapadula certainly leaves 
Pescara short in the final third and they still 
need to improve in attack before the end of 
the window if they are to stave off relegation. 
A lack of solid investment this summer so far 
leaves the club short of options throughout the 
squad as things stand.

Without sufficient spending this could be a difficult season for a 
Pescara side that needed the playoffs to secure their top-flight 
return, with the top two way out in front.

Pjanic’s exit was hard to take for Roma, 
particularly to lose him to Juventus, but 
they have ample midfield options following 
Strootman’s return to fitness and Nainggolan’s 
decision to stay. The Bosnian’s exit will be felt, 
but Spalletti has strength in depth in that area 
and a front three that has proven very effective.

If their key players can stay fit, Roma can expect a serious charge 
both at home and in Europe and - at the very least - another 
Champions League finish.

Udinese
Juventus
Palermo

Roma
AC Cesena

Inter
Benfica

Inter

Valerio Verre
Vincenzo Fiorillo

Ahmad Benali
Alessandro Crescenzi

Antonio Mazzotta
Gianluca Caprari
Bryan Cristante

Rey Manaj

£3.4m
£900k
£900k
£300k
£300k
Loan
Loan
Loan

Inter
Racing Roma

Perugia
Ascoli

Gianluca Caprari
Luca Savelloni

Cristian Buonaiuto
Daniele Mignanelli

£3.8m
Free Transfer
Free Transfer
Undisclosed

Lyon
PSG

Villarreal CF

Samuel Umtiti
Lucas Digne
Denis Suárez

£21m
£14m

£2.75m

Torino
Inter

Real Betis
Sassuolo
FC Basel

Sampdoria
Torino

Granada CF

Adem Ljajic
Dodô

Antonio Sanabria
Matteo Politano

Seydou Doumbia
Leandro Castán

Iago Falqué
Ezequiel Ponce

£7.2m
£6.6m
£6.4m
£3m
Loan
Loan
Loan
Loan

C. BIRAGHI
INTER

G. LAPADULA
AC MILAN

GERSON
FLUMINENSE

M. PJANIC
JUVENTUS



Young Polish midfielder Karol Linetty arrives with a 
burgeoning reputation and Ante Budimir 
strengthens the attack after an excellent season 
with Crotone. Viviano has made his loan move 
permanent, while experienced trio Cigriani, 
Quagliarella and

Key duo Roberto Soriano and Joaquin Correa have 
both left for La Liga, joining Villarreal and Sevilla 
respectively, with the attack weakened as a result. 
Fernando is another key player to have left, leaving 
the midfield in tatters, while Alfred Duncan has 
made his loan move to Sassuolo permanent.

£2m 2015/16 Rating: N/A £12m 2015/16 Rating: 6.86

The impressive Alfred Duncan has seen his 
temporary move made permanent after a strong 
season for Sassuolo. Youngster Timo Letschert 
enjoyed a solid campaign for Utrecht and boosts the 
defence, while Politano has also arrived from Roma 
after a loan spell with the club.

Right-back Vrsaljko has departed for Atletico on 
the back of a fine campaign in Italy. Meanwhile 
Nicola Sansone’s exit to Spanish outfit Villarreal is 
another blow, with the club yet to properly invest 
the money back into a squad that could have to 
cope with the demands of European football. 

£3m 2015/16 Rating: 7.09 £14m 2015/16 Rating: 7.17

A summer arrival from Polish outfit 
Lech Poznan, Linetty has been brought 
in to add another dimension to the 
attack. The 21-year-old netted three 
times and provided a further seven 
assists in the Ekstraklasa last season 
and has already been capped at 
international level ten times.

A change of culture could be a detriment to his development, but if 
he can adjust quickly, Karol Linetty could prove a coup for a side in 
desperate need of depth in midfield.

20-year-old Lorenzo Pellegrini has 
begun to forge a career at Sassuolo and 
after making 13 league starts, is 
expected to push on, offering the sort 
of competition that will be a necessity 
next season. He’s not afraid to have a 
pop from distance and will hope to add 
to his three league goals last season.

Two of said strikes came in his last three appearances of the 
campaign and he’ll now look to carry that good form on into the 
new season, pushing for a place in Di Francesco’s first XI.

Sampdoria have lost a host of key attackers in 
recent months and ended the campaign in a 
lowly 15th, just two points above the relegation 
zone. New manager Marco Giampaolo has a 
task on his hands to improve the club’s 
fortunes this coming campaign, but has 
been well backed in the market compared to 
some rivals.

Indeed, the boss has a handy squad at his disposal and, with 
good variety in attacking positions, a mid-table finish is on the 
cards.

Sassuolo have exceptional strides in Serie A 
following their promotion in 2013, with the 
increasingly coveted Eusebio Di Francesco at 
the helm. A top-6 finish was a huge 
accomplishment for the club last season but 
they will need to act accordingly in order to 
sustain another European push.

They have, though, been robbed of two key players and unless 
reinforcements are acquired, they could regress somewhat, 
particularly if contending with a congested fixture list.

Hellas Verona
Sparta Praha

Atalanta
Lech Poznan

Torino
Palermo

Roma
Benfica

Jacopo Sala
Patrik Schick
Luca Cigarini
Karol Linetty

Fabio Quagliarella
Emiliano Viviano
Leandro Castán

Filip Djuricic

£4.3m
£3.4m
£3m

£2.7m
£2.3m
£2m
Loan
Loan

Sevilla
Spartak Moscow

Bologna
Sassuolo
AS Roma

Werder Bremen
Chievo Verona

Alaves

Joaquín Correa
Fernando
Luca Rizzo

Alfred Duncan
Ervin Zukanovic

Niklas Moisander
Fabrizio Cacciatore

Nenad Krsticic

£11m
£10.6m
£5.1m
£5m

£2.4m
£1.5m

Undisclosed
Free Transfer

Roma
Sampdoria

Juventus

Matteo Politano
Alfred Duncan

Pol Lirola

£3m
£5.1m
Loan

Villarreal CF
Chievo Verona

AC Pisa
Castelvetro
Benevento

Nicola Sansone
Antonio Floro Flores
Alessandro Longhi

Giacomo Serra
Raman Chibsah

£11.1m
Undisclosed
Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Loan

A. BUDIMIR
CROTONE

R. SORIANO
VILLARREAL CF

T. LETSCHERT
FC UTRECHT

S. VRSALJKO
ATLÉTICO MADRID



Torino have bolstered their attack with the captures 
of Adem Ljajic and Iago Falque from Roma 
representing something of a coup, while Tacthsidis 
and Lukic swell Mihajlovic’s midfield options. The 
Turin side have also signed Boye and Ajeti from 
River Plate and Frosinone respectively, each on a 
free.

The most substantial loss to Torino comes courtesy 
of Kamil Glik’s move to Monaco. The Poland 
international was a key man at Euro 2016 and has 
been a consistent performer for Torino in the past, 
while Quagliarella has left for Serie A counterparts 
Sampdoria and Immobile’s return on loan has 
ended.

£7m 2015/16 Rating: 6.79 £9m 2015/16 Rating: 6.93

Stipe Perica has joined Udinese permanently after 
initially moving to the Serie A side 18 months ago 
from Chelsea. Youngster Seko Fofana has also 
moved to Italy from Manchester City after a loan 
spell with Bastia, while Rodrigo de Paul has left 
Valencia for Udinese with a strong reputation.

Midfielder Pitor Zielinski, who impressed so much 
on loan with Empoli, has left the club for Serie A 
rivals Napoli after a summer of speculation 
linking him with Liverpool. Uruguayan frontman 
Nico Lopez has left permanently following 
successive loan spells, while club legend Di Natale 
has retired.

£3m 2015/16 Rating: 6.49 £12m 2015/16 Rating: 7.22

The pressure on Andrea Belotti to 
replicate his form from last season 
increases following Quaglierella’s 
move to Sampdoria. The 22-year-old 
netted 12 times in Serie A last term 
to accompany four assists for Torino, 
with the youngster the club’s primary 
frontman and set to be flanked by two 

impressive new signings. In his third full season in Italy’s top tier, big 
things are expected of Belotti this coming campaign having ended 
the last in fine form.

Bruno Fernandes may not have 
enjoyed the most productive campaign 
for Udinese, with modest returns of 
three goals and four assists but, 
excluding sub appearances, his 
WhoScored rating was a respectable 
7.08. An average of 1.7 shots per game 
was only behind the side’s strikers, 

while 1.4 key passes was a joint high. If he can add consistency to 
his all-round game, the 21-year-old could be in for an impressive 
season and may attract some admiring glances.

Torino ended the campaign in a respectable 
12th-place last term and the platform is there 
to build upon for new manager Mihajlovic. 
Glik’s move to Monaco is a huge blow to their 
defensive solidity and replacing the Pole will be 
easier said than done, with the new manager 
expected to stick to a back three.

However, if they can strengthen the defence accordingly, Torino 
certainly have the quality in attack to harbour aspirations of a 
top half finish.

Antonio Di Natale’s retirement represents the 
end of an era for Udinese, who must now find 
a striker to replicate the iconic frontman’s 
goalscoring exploits. The sale of Zielinski was 
expected and has enabled the club to invest 
in young players with the future very much 
in mind.

Udinese finished just one point above the bottom three last 
season and a relegation scrap could once again be on the cards, 
though they should have enough to be safe.

Partinzan
Genoa

BK Hacken
River Plate
Frosionne

Roma

Sasa Lukic
Panagiotis Tachtsidis

Samuel Gustafson
Lucas Boyé
Arlind Ajeti
Iago Falqué

£1.3m
£1.1m

£400k
Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Loan

Sampdoria
Independiente

Palermo
Frosionne

Chievo Verona
BK Hacken

Fabio Quagliarella
Juan Sánchez Miño

Alessandro Gazzi
Vasyl Pryima

Vittorio Parigini
Alexander Farnerud

£2.3m
£1.1m

£600k
Free Transfer

Loan
Free Transfer

Man City
Chelsea

São Paulo
Watford
Watford

KSC Lokeren
Granada CF

Seko Fofana
Stipe Perica

Ewandro
Gabriele Angella

Adalberto Peñaranda
Hamdi Harbaoui

Yrondu Musavu-King

£3m
£3.4m
£2.6m

Undisclosed
Loan

Free Transfer
Free Transfer

Retired
Internacional

Pescara
Terek Grozny

Necaxa
Monterrey

Deportivo La Coruña
Granada CF

Antonio Di Natale 
Nico López

Valerio Verre
Gabriel Torje
Manuel Iturra

Iván Piris
Guilherme

Gabriel Silva

N/A
£7.7m
£3.4m
£900k

Free Transfer
Undisclosed

Loan
Loan

A. LJAJIC
ROMA

K. GLIK
MONACO

R. DE  PAUL
VALENCIA

P. ZIELINSKI
NAPOLI



There have been a number of notable free 
transfers in Europe this summer, but few have 
the potential to really improve their new side 

quite like Ever Banega. The Argentine moves to 
Inter from Sevilla having played a crucial role in 
the Spanish outfit’s consecutive Europa League 

titles. Indeed, the 25-year old earned the highest 
WhoScored.com rating of any player for the 
victors in the tournament last season (7.47), 
ranking second in La Liga for the club with a 
scored of 7.21, and addresses something of a 

problem area for the Nerazzurri.

Speaking of players that fill a problem position, 
albeit a minor one when considering Juventus’ 

domestic dominance in recent years, the signing 
of a player of Dani Alves’ ilk will only aid the Old 
Lady’s bid to mount a serious European charge. 
Without Juan Cuadrado, who has returned to 

Chelsea, the Brazilian can be considered a 
significant upgrade on Stephane Lichtsteiner 

and his attacking qualities make him a superb 
fit for a wing-back role. His arrival on a free is a 

real coup having registered the fifth most assists 
in La Liga over the last six seasons (44).

It’s been a quiet summer at Milan due to the 
confusion over their takeover bid, which has 

restricted their spending in the transfer window, 
but the Rossoneri have made one intriguing 

signing. With Bacca’s future at the club still very 
much in doubt, new arrival Lapadula could have 
a pivotal role to play having helped fire Pescara 
to promotion with a Serie B-high of 27 goals in 
the regular season, as well as three more in the 
play-offs. At 26 he’s still only played top-flight 
football in Slovenia, but will be keen to prove 

his worth.

After four years in Ukraine with Dynamo Kiev, 
Miguel Veloso has reunited with Genoa on a free 
to bolster the midfield ranks, adding invaluable 
experience. He may not have been in Portugal’s 

championship winning Euros squad but has 
amassed over 50 caps for his country and is 

one shy of that milestone in Serie A. In his final 
season in Italy the midfielder secured the third 

highest rating of players to make at least 20 
appearances for Genoa (6.95) and he’ll hope to 

have a similar impact upon his return.

He may not have had the chance to show his 
quality in a disappointing Euro 2016 campaign 

with the Czech Republic but young winger 
Krejci is one of the national side’s bright hopes 

for the future. The 24-year old has joined 
Roberto Donadoni’s Bologna for a modest fee 
from Sparta Prague, and was key to his side’s 

unexpected progression to the Europa League 
quarter-finals last season. Indeed, the Czech star 
started all but one game before the club’s exit to 
Villarreal, scoring twice and registering 2 assists 

from the flank.

It’s been a busy summer for Samp following 
the departures of key midfielders Fernando 

and Soriano, with young Poland international 
Karol Linetty one of the players the club hope 
can help to fill the void. Highly regarded in his 

homeland, the 21-year old has already amassed 
close to a century of top-flight appearances, 
as well as Europa League experience and ten 
senior international caps. He will now hope to 

have a similar impact in Italy as compatriot and 
competitor for a starting berth for the national 

side, Piotr Zielinski.

While goals didn’t prove too much of a problem 
for Sampdoria last season, the departures of the 

club’s two top scorers in Eder and Soriano in 
successive windows meant that reinforcements 

were required. For a fee in the region of just 
£1.5m, Croatian hit man Budimir could prove 

something of a steal. The 25-year old ended the 
previous campaign as top scorer for Serie A 

newcomers Crotone, notching 16 times, having 
built steady goal tallies in his homeland prior to 

an unsuccessful and brief stint with St. Pauli.

While a fee in the region of £2.5m may suggest 
that Valencia didn’t think too much of 

Argentine playmaker De Paul, he arrives in 
Udine with a decent reputation. Despite never 
really getting a chance in Los Che’s first team, 

the 22-year old showed promise and could 
prove a livewire in Udinese’s attack. He may have 
made just nine La Liga appearances last season 
prior to a return to Racing Club on loan but the 
youngster created a chance more often (every 
32.6 minutes) than any teammate in that time.

Despite being just 19 years of age, right-back 
Diks has been a first team regular for Vitesse in 

the Eredivisie for the last two seasons, amassing 
over 50 top-flight appearances. He joins a 

Fiorentina side hoping to put a disappointing 
second half to last season behind them and 

could play a big role for a team that rotated in 
his position. The teenager secured a solid rating 

of 7.16 in his final season in Holland, scoring 
twice and registering 3 assists, while a tally of 87 

tackles ranked among the league’s 
top ten players.

While he may never have played at this level, 
the fact that Nestorovski cost Palermo under 

£500k is quite remarkable given the season he 
enjoyed last time out. The 26-year old ended the 
campaign in Croatia’s top-flight as the runaway 
top scorer, netting a whopping 25 times. With 
24 the season beforehand in the second tier of 

Croatian football, the Macedonian international 
clearly knows where the goal is and could be an 
incredibly astute pick up for a side that have lost 
the likes of Dybala and Vazquez in consecutive 

summers.




